The Mopar name has long been emblazoned on race cars greeted by checkered flags, on boxes left over from a weekend of wrenching and on shirts belonging to the masters of your make and model. Its rich history is born not just of parts but of lifelong connections made at those tracks, garages and service bays. Mopar is with you the moment you get your new keys and for every kilometre thereafter. It helps you make your ride your own with accessories of every kind. It assures you with expert maintenance, made-for-your-model parts and Mopar Vehicle Protection.
TOUGHEN UP WITH JEEP, PERFORMANCE PARTS

Serious off-roaders, now it’s easier than ever to take your Jeep, brand vehicle to the next riding level. Mopar and the Jeep brand have forged an exciting partnership that will make the hearts of hard-core trail hounds beat a little faster. Introducing a portfolio of factory-engineered products that are specifically designed to enhance the off-road performance of 4WD Jeep brand vehicles. From winches to axles, from suspensions to rock rails, these extreme parts have been gathered together to make it easier to kick your off-road capability up a notch or three. The Mopar Off-Road Division dedicates its full attention to developing this line of serious components that gives hard-core Jeep 4WD enthusiasts the fortitude to go wherever the going gets tough.

2-INCH LIFT KIT IN CRATE. Hit the trail or daily commute with our 2-inch Lift Kit. This kit provides excellent handling both on-road and off. Accommodates 35-inch tires for added capability and a great look. Kit is completely engineered by Jeep, Performance Parts engineers to be the best You can cleverly recycle the natural wood crate by using it as a heavy-duty storage box.

4-INCH LIFT KIT IN CRATE. Raise the profile of your four-door Wrangler while enjoying the look and fit of larger tires, as well as excellent on- and off-road handling. Kit includes four specially tuned high-quality springs, brake lines, and control arms, four specially tuned FOX reservoir shocks, necessary brackets and a new Double-Cardan driveshaft and yoke. The Steering Stabilizer is also available separately. It works as a shock absorber for the steering system in your vehicle, helping to minimize road vibrations in the steering wheel. Easy bolt-in replacement for the stock stabilizer.

BIG BRAKE KIT®. Upgrade your braking system to match larger tires and wheels. Features heavy-duty two-piston calipers, large 13-inch rotors with ceramic pads, brake lines, new mounting locations and matching Big Brake Booster and Master Cylinder. Requires 17-inch or larger wheels. The Big Brake Booster and Master Cylinder are also available separately. The Big Brake Booster and Master Cylinder are also available separately.

HEAD-STEER KIT. This kit moves the steering connection up on the axle 4 inches, improving steering geometry of lifted vehicles. It includes track bar bracket, drag link with adapter and steering stabilizer. Also featured as part of the 4-inch Lift Kit. The steering stabilizer is also available separately. It mounts as a shock absorber for the steering system in your vehicle, helping to minimize road vibrations in the steering wheel. Easy bolt-in replacement for the stock stabilizer.

High-Steer Kit. The steering stabilizer is also available separately. It works as a shock absorber for the steering system in your vehicle, helping to minimize road vibrations in the steering wheel. Easy bolt-in replacement for the stock stabilizer.

Mopar Performance Parts are sold “as is” unless otherwise noted.
**ADDING MORE CAPABILITY**

**Cold Air Intake Kit.** More power, more trail-riding glory. This kit features a race-quality air filter, adjustable intake to help increase horsepower and torque. With no aggressive sound, the intake promotes performance you can see and hear. The kit includes all necessary mounting hardware and a filter.

**Tow Kit.** This kit allows the use of the Jeep, Performance Parts Deluxe Cargo Tub determined. See user for the 1310 U-Joint. Complete with hose and wash.

**Skid Plate.** This Skid Plate helps protect your vehicle’s noisy bar disconnect, giving you the courage to keep moving forward in the trail. Five measurements and protects most Jeep brackets ensure the tough corrosion standards the Jeep brand is known for.

**Lift Kit.** This original equipment Rubicon® X Rear Bumper not only looks great but, with added steel reinforcement, is stronger than the standard plastic bumper and provides extra protection. Works with Tow Hooks and Hitch Receiver, sold separately.

**Oversize® X Rear Bumper.** This adjustable tailgate-mounted spare tire bracket holds wheels of different offsets and tires up to 37 inches. Requires the Tailgate Reinforcement Assembly for mounting, sold separately.

**Ruggedized® Wheel Mount.** Provides heavy-duty tailgate reinforcement so you can carry an oversized tire, increases your vehicle’s lower center of gravity and adds a lifting force to your vehicle. The tailgate can be both removed and replaced and there is no rattling on optional oversize Wheel Mounts for additional weight, and it is sold separately.

**High Top Fender Flares.** Maintains a low center of gravity while allowing for a 35-inch outlined tire, or a 2-inch tire with 2 inches of lift. Fender Flares attach to the production mounting holes and allow front/rear overfendering so that the 35-inch tires can be used in our aggressive design. The 29-inch fade-resistant Black texture finish that matches other Black parts on your Wrangler. Fender Flares meet all FCA standards and are made in the U.S.A.

**Tail Gate Reinforcement Assembly.** Provides heavy-duty tailgate reinforcement so you can carry an oversized tire, increases your vehicle’s lower center of gravity and adds a lifting force to your vehicle. The tailgate can be both removed and replaced and there is no rattling on optional oversize Wheel Mounts for additional weight, and it is sold separately.

**Winch Recovery Gear and Bag.** Includes heavy-duty snatch block pulley, 9.1-m (30-foot) recovery strap, tree trunk protector, a pair of D-rings, winch-line dampener and recovery gloves. Also includes a durable bag that features the Jeep brand logo, to keep your gear neatly organized and ready when you need it.

**Jeep® Performance Parts Decal.** When you demand the very best for your Jeep® brand vehicle, it’s no wonder that you want to show it to the world. Place this self-adhesive sticker where you know it will get noticed. Available in White with Clear or Black background. Includes one decal.

**1310 U-Joint.** This kit allows the use of the Jeep, Performance Parts Deluxe Cargo Tub determined. See user for the 1310 U-Joint. Complete with hose and wash.

**Gasoline® X Rear Bumper.** This kit allows the use of the Jeep, Performance Parts Deluxe Cargo Tub determined. See user for the 1310 U-Joint. Complete with hose and wash.
B. **Rubicon® X Hood Kit.** Let your beast reveal its true personality, front and centre, with this Rubicon® X Hood Kit. It’s tough enough for your most extreme off-road adventures. An aggressive style with air vents, hood liner and hardware. Kit includes attaching components and comes primed and ready for paint.

C. **Rubicon® Front Bumper.** Maximize the maneuverability of your Wrangler by adding this steel-reinforced, winch-capable original equipment Rubicon X Front Bumper made specifically for heavy-duty performance. Removable ends allow you to convert to a high-clearance narrow-profile bumper. Optional Winch Mount is available, sold separately. Choose long configuration (shown) or short configuration (on vehicle). Winch Mount is sold separately.

D. **Mopar® Warn® Winches.** (1) No jam is too tough for our extensive lineup of winches. Each winch has a sealed, water-resistant, die-cast body structure and includes wired remote control and a hawse fairlead. Optional synthetic winch line and winch accessory kits are also available.

E. **Beadlock Wheels.** A standard bolt-on outer beadlock ring allows off-road vehicle operation with low tire pressures for maximum traction. Features the proper 12mm offset to run a 35-inch tire with a 2-inch lift. Wheel also features a standard cast-in outer tire bead for normal DOT-approved tire mounting. Satin Black wheel with Silver painted forged beadlock. Size: 17 inches x 8.5 inches.

F. **Rock Rails.** Rails are constructed of heavy-gauge steel to help protect the sides of your Wrangler against impacts from rocks and trees. Rock Rails feature a textured Satin Black finish and are available with or without a Tubular Rub Rail.

**Vehicle shown with Rectangular LED Windshield-Mounted Off-Road Lights, LED Headlights, Jeep® Performance Parts Decal and Black Fuel Filler Door.** (1) Winch Mount required for some bumpers.
The Mopar® Off-Road Division has partnered with Dana Corporation to offer incredibly strong, complete axle sets now available through the Jeep® Performance Parts line. The Rubicon® Dana® 44 Axles are offered with push-button lockers, 4:10 gears and heavy-duty axle shafts. For the ultimate in strength, all-new Dana 60 Axles are available. These axles are fully assembled with electric lockers and a choice of gearing.

For the ultimate in strength, front and rear Dana 60 Axles are equipped with electric lockers. Huge, one-piece front-drum brakes with dual-piston calipers, 1550-size U-Joints, WARN® greaseable all-steel ball joints and heavy-duty mounting brackets are all standard. These axles will bolt in and have been engineered to work into Jeep’s full range of suspension systems. Oversized Brake Booster and Master Cylinder available as a Kit.

Tougher to take you farther.

**RESIZABLE DIFFERENTIAL GASKET.** This gasket is designed with a durable core that helps to provide torque retention — and it’s reusable. Great for trailside repairs; no sealants needed.

**DIFFERENTIAL COVER GUARDS.** Each new Differential Cover Guards fit over your differential cover to help protect it from trail damage. Both feature the Jeep® brand logo.

**HEAVY-DUTY BRAKE HOUSING.** This housing is tailored into the production Rubicon® front axle and features thicker side tubes to resist bending or fracture. Axle tubes are from our production J8 Military tubes.

**HEAVY-DUTY BALL JOINTS.** These greaseable all-steel ball joints by Jeep Performance Parts are designed to be significantly stronger than the production ball joints. Made in the U.S.A. to our exacting standards. Greaseable joints help keep the water and grit out for long life. Sold as a set of four.

**MOUNT BRACKET KIT.** Build your favourite axle for your Jeep Wrangler with the all-new Mount Bracket Kit. This handy kit comes complete with all necessary mounting brackets for front and rear axles.

**HEAVY-DUTY AXLE HOUSING.** This housing is bolted into the production Rubicon® front axle and features thicker side tubes to resist bending or fracture. Axle tubes are from our production J8 Military tubes.

**HEAVY-DUTY AXLE HOUSING.** This housing is bolted into the production Rubicon® front axle and features thicker side tubes to resist bending or fracture. Axle tubes are from our production J8 Military tubes.

**HEAVY-DUTY AXLE HOUSING.** This housing is bolted into the production Rubicon® front axle and features thicker side tubes to resist bending or fracture. Axle tubes are from our production J8 Military tubes.

**HEAVY-DUTY AXLE HOUSING.** This housing is bolted into the production Rubicon® front axle and features thicker side tubes to resist bending or fracture. Axle tubes are from our production J8 Military tubes.

**HEAVY-DUTY AXLE HOUSING.** This housing is bolted into the production Rubicon® front axle and features thicker side tubes to resist bending or fracture. Axle tubes are from our production J8 Military tubes.

**HEAVY-DUTY AXLE HOUSING.** This housing is bolted into the production Rubicon® front axle and features thicker side tubes to resist bending or fracture. Axle tubes are from our production J8 Military tubes.
AUTHENTIC JEEP, ACCESSORIES

Make your Wrangler as unique as you are. With hundreds of parts to transform your Jeep, Wrangler and make it your own, Mopar offers a wide variety of accessories, each one crafted for your Jeep Wrangler. You won’t have to guess if your part will fit correctly or worry if the colour will match — when you go with the authentic quality of Mopar, you’ll get it right the first time. You’re using original equipment designed by the same engineers who know your Wrangler inside and out.
LED HEADLIGHTS. These lights provide brilliant performance and road visibility. They’re ideal for dark country roads and finding your way through the woods. LED lamps are long-lasting and use very little energy, while giving you a clearer look both near and far, as well as to the sides of your vehicle. Easy installation, no adapters or anti-flicker modules needed. Sold as a set of two.

LIGHT BAR. This Light Bar frame bolts to existing holes for easy installation. No vehicle modifications, drilling or cutting needed. Constructed from durable steel tubing. Each bar can hold up to three off-road lights, sold separately.

HELLA® 500 & 700 WINDSHIELD-MOUNTED OFF-ROAD LIGHTS. These lights feature a lightweight design and provide brilliant performance and off-road durability. The vapor-coated aluminium reflector ensures clear, bright light in all driving conditions. Kit includes two lights, protective cover, 55-watt bulbs, wiring harness with switch, relay and instructions. Brackets are sold separately, no drilling required.

MOPAR® LOGO LIGHT COVERS. Clearly, these LED Fog Lights give you maximum visibility in poor weather conditions. LED technology features long life and a defined light pattern to enhance visibility. No bulbs to burn out and change. The Jeep® brand logo in the housing reminds all that these are authentic Jeep Accessories.

RECTANGULAR LED WINDSHIELD-MOUNTED OFF-ROAD LIGHTS. When you’re travelling off the beaten path at night, it’s important to have a clear picture of what lies ahead. For excellent illumination, choose these easy-to-mount LED lights. They offer low power consumption and provide a long lifespan. Weather- and dust-proof casing helps keep lights safe and secure. Lights are sold as a set of two and include Mopar® logo light covers. Brackets are sold separately, no drilling required.

LED FOR LIGHTS. Countless, these LED Fog Lights give you maximum visibility in poor weather conditions. LED technology features long life and a defined light pattern to enhance visibility. No bulbs to burn out and change. The Jeep® brand logo in the housing reminds all that these are authentic Jeep Accessories.

* Check provincial and local regulations for installation and use.
HOOD GRAPHICS. This stylish hood decal graphic featuring the Jeep® brand logo adds a bold complement to your Wrangler's hood — and helps reduce sunlight glare. Available in Silver (shown on left) and Black (shown on right).

Vehicle on left shown with Hardtop, Satin Black Four-Door Tubular Side Steps, Chrome Door Handles, Satin Black Door Glass, Black Grille shown with Rubicon® X Front Bumper, Winch, WJC Black Sideview Mirror Set, Halogen Headlamps, Black Fuel Filler Door, Black Tailgate, and Mopar® Warn® Winch Guard. Vehicle on right shown with EarthTone Black Textured Hardtop, Satin Black Soft-top and 17" Black Beadlock Wheels.

PERSONALITY BACKED BY CAPABILITY
For top-line Wrangler air-in-your-hair good looks, go for the available Premium Soft Top. It adds durability and sound dampening for a quieter ride. Plus, a dust blocker helps keep it in tip-top shape and always easy to wash. Available for two-door or four-door vehicles.

The mesh on this sun bonnet helps offer protection from the sun, yet still lets in plenty of fresh air. The Mesh Sun Bonnet is made of premium-grade fabric that is mildew- and fade-resistant and can be conveniently positioned under your original top. Simply install the included mounts and fasten in place. Available in two sizes.

Features two quick-release header latches to raise and lower the top. Zip-out windows, heavy-duty seams and an exclusive door frame system minimize wind noise and water leaks. Identical to the production soft top, the Sunrider® feature is also standard. Available for two-door or four-door vehicles.

This bonnet is made of durable, off-road-rated top material. The weather-tight woodwind header seal precisely matches the original equipment top sealing for a precise fit. Available for hardtop (without door frame) or soft top (with door frame).

The boot protects your soft top when it’s folded down and includes a special zippered pouch to store your soft top accessories.

Gain protection from the glaring sunlight. These side-window sun visors attach to the Sport Bar. Designed to function with optional Grab Handle, sold separately. Sold as a set of two.

These heavy-duty Grab Handles feature an embroidered Jeep® brand logo, easy-to-hold rubber grips and durable nylon webbing. Mount directly to the body (not available on Sport Bar). Available as a Grab Handle/Clothes Hook set (TGMVY) or as a set of four Grab Handles.

Enhance the appearance of your Wrangler with this extremely durable headliner. It also helps boost the efficiency of your air conditioning while wanting to keep road noise to a minimum. Provides a clean, finished appearance with a smooth finish on premium looking and finished edges. Available for two-door or four-door vehicles.

Provides easy access to your Freedom Top® panels. Stores conveniently behind the rear seats.

These soft-top storage bags have two compartments to help organize and protect your Wrangler’s Freedom Top® panels.
Versatility

A. GOOD LOCK KIT. Help protect your vehicle’s underhood from theft and vandalism. Attaches to existing holes on your Wrangler and automatically codes itself to the ignition key during installation.

B. TOW RECEIVER. Tow-up to 1,380 kg (3,000 lb) with the proper equipment. Works with all bumpers available through Mopar®. Ball Mount, Hitch Ball, Wiring Harness and Hitch Receiver Plug also available, sold separately.

C. ROADSIDE SAFETY KIT. Includes safety flashlight, first aid kit, satin cover, safety triangle, reflector and Phillips screwdriver, pliers, two bungee cords and gloves.

D. EASY FIT. This 2-in-1 Tie (18” x 70”) reconfigures text attaches to the rear of your Wrangler, creating extra storage and appeal space. Should you need to drive away from the campsite, the tent stands alone when detached from the vehicle. Tent is available in air without 2.1m x 1.8m (7’ x 6’) awning, and comes with a carry bag for easy storage.

E. LOCKING CENTER CONSOLE. Interior security is assured with this convenient locking console. It’s designed to fit perfectly into the refined curves of your existing Wrangler center console. Made of heavy-duty enclosed steel.

F. DOOR SILL GUARDS. Durable guards help protect your door sills from scratches and feature the Jeep® brand logo. Available for two-door or four-door vehicles.

G. STAINLESS STEEL DOOR SILL GUARDS. A sturdy replacement for the existing cover, this Stainless Steel Cubby Cover provides a durable deck surface while creating secure storage in the hidden floor compartments.

H. SPARE TIRE-MOUNTED BIKE CARRIER. This unique carrier mounts securely onto your spare tire. Easily carries two bikes with crossbars. The Tow Vehicle Wiring Harness connects your Wrangler to the towing vehicle’s seven-way trailer connector. Includes an underhood wiring disconnect and works with Wrangler’s body computer. Operates the taillights; perfect for towing behind an RV.

(1) Check provincial and local restrictions on installation and use. (2) Check User Guide for hitch type, load capacity and heavy-duty equipment required. Do not exceed rated tow capacity of the vehicle as equipped. Trailer may require items not supplied by Mopar. Maximum towing capacity for Wrangler is 1,907 kg (4,200 lb). Maximum towing capacity for Wrangler Unlimited is 1,907 kg (4,200 lb). (3) Properly secure all cargo.
OUTFIT YOUR WRANGLER FOR STYLE

TUBULAR BUMPERS. These Front and Rear Black Tubular Bumpers are constructed of rugged mandrel-bent tubing and match the contours of your Wrangler’s body perfectly. Front or rear of vehicle, sold separately. Also available in Chrome. (Front Black Tubular Bumper)(Rear Black Tubular Bumper)

POWER DOME HOOD. Features hood insulation and bumper knockers to make this package the real deal. Comes preassembled and ready to paint, no additional components to touch your Jeep, Wrangler. Bolts on using the existing hardware.

MIRROR RELLOCATION BRACKETS. Easily move your factory-installed mirrors from your doors to the body of your Wrangler. The no-drill design mounts to existing factory body bolts. Constructed of Black powder-coated steel and includes a Black cast rubber pad for the door. Sold in pairs for both driver- and passenger-side mirrors.

SCREW MIRROR SET. These exterior, door-mounted mirrors are identical to the manual-adjust non-heated production mirrors to help maintain the authentic look of your Wrangler. Mirror set sold in pairs and comes complete with hardware.

FUEL FILLER DOOR. This unique Black Fuel Filler Door adds contrast to every hue in the Wrangler body colour palate. Made of sturdy die-cast aluminum, the door stays open when needed. Also available in Chrome.

FRONT-EyeCover and Y-ROOF COVER. Cover the contours of your vehicle and help protect against bugs, dirt and road debris. Shown together, sold separately.

FRONT AIR DEFLECTOR. This popular accessory lets you say “yes” to rugged style and “no” to road spray, dirt and other damaging debris. Shown with Chrome Grille, sold separately.

TAIL LIGHT GUARDS. Make a stylish impact around town with added off-road protection. Available in Black or Chrome.

*These products are designed solely to enhance the appearance of the vehicle; they are not intended to prevent injury or damage in the event of an accident.**
Vehicle shown with Front and Rear Black Steel Bumpers, Satin Black Four-Door Tubular Side Steps, Black Fuel Filler Door, Classic Five-Spoke Wheels in Satin Black, Mesh Sun Bonnet, Rubicon® X Hood Kit, Half-Door Kit, Satin Black Grille, Tailgate Reinforcement Assembly, Oversized Wheel Mount, and Front and Rear Splash Guards.
MOPAR WHEELS

These custom wheels are machined to match your Wrangler’s exact specifications. The design helps deliver a smooth and balanced ride.

* CLASSIC FIVE-HOLE CAST-ALUMINUM WHEELS. The 17- x 8.5-inch wheel design is stylish and sporty at once. Made to accommodate wider tires with 11.7 cm (4.6 inches) of backspacing.

** CLASSIC FIVE-SPOKE WHEELS. The 17- x 8.5-inch Classic Five-Spoke offers design gives your vehicle a true off-road look. Made to accommodate wider tires.

BEADLOCK WHEELS (SHOWN AT RIGHT). Our functional Beadlock Wheels deliver an aggressive look with a bolt-on outer beadlock ring standard. This feature allows off-road operation with low tire pressures for maximum traction. Features the proper 12mm offset to run a 35-inch tire with a 2-inch lift. Wheel also features a standard cast-in outer tire bead for normal DOT-approved mounting if desired. A non-functional trim ring is also available for full-wrap. Satin Black wheel with Silver painted forged beadlock. Size: 17 inches x 8.5 inches.
A. Katzkin® Leather Interiors. Mopar® has partnered with Katzkin® to create unique leather interior options. Katzkin offers a full line of leather trimmed interiors that are handcrafted and professionally designed for all Jeep® brand vehicles. Choose from a variety of designs to match your style. It’s your car, make it your interior with Katzkin. Ask your retailer for more information.

B. Water-Resistant Front and Rear Seat Covers. Custom-fit seat covers are designed to help keep dirt and moisture off your seat surfaces. Passenger-side cover includes a seatback pocket. Covers feature the Jeep brand logo. Not compatible with front seat-mounted side air bags.

C. Cargo Liner. Cleanups are a snap with this thick, heavy-duty Cargo Liner. Liner helps protect your Wrangler’s cargo area with its raised-perimeter wall that traps water, snow and mud so your factory carpet can remain clean and dry. Also available for subwoofer-equipped Wrangler vehicles.

D. All-Weather Heavy-Duty Mats. The high borders of these specially designed Dark Slate Grey mats are crafted to help prevent water, snow and mud from damaging your Wrangler’s carpet. Two fasteners on each front mat keep them in place. Available as a set of three mats for four-door vehicles and as a set of three mats for two-door vehicles.

E. Premium Carpet Floor Mats. These plush 828-ml (28-oz) carpet mats are available in Dark Slate Grey. Front mats feature the Jeep brand logo.

(1) Properly secure all cargo.
- **Window Storage Bag.** This Window Storage Bag holds and protects the two quarter-side and rear removable soft windows of your Wrangler. Features the Jeep® brand logo.

- **Vehicle Cover.** This Vehicle Cover is designed to protect against the rays, dirt, and pollutants. Cover is made from 100% polyester with double-stitched seams and features the Jeep® brand logo.

- **Half-Good Window Kit and Upper-Half-Good Storage Bag.** Half-Door Window Kit is available as a set or fits into the half-doors. Available for two-door or four-door vehicles. Window Storage Bag also available, sold separately.

- **Door Check.** Now you can hold doors firmly open when needed and close with a gentle push. Removable pin allows doors to be removed easily.

- **Half-Good Kit.** Improve your panoramic view. Kit includes one pair of lower half-doors identical to production models, e-coated and ready to paint. Sideview Mirror Set also available, sold separately.

- **Soft-Tired Window Kit.** Functional and stylish, these windows help keep you clean and dry in the past. Kit fits the three rear windows (two rear-quarter side windows and back window). Available for two-door (shown) and four-door vehicles.

- **Grille.** Enhance the rugged look of your Wrangler with this iconic seven-slot grille. Includes the Jeep® brand logo.

- **Side Steps.** These durable side steps are mandrel-bent to maintain a consistent diameter. Extra-wide stepping surfaces keep prevent slipping for a safer entry and exit. Available for two-door (shown) and four-door vehicles.

- **Stain-Resistant Side Steps.** Made of washable, easy-care nylon that fits snugly over your Wrangler’s hardtop or soft top. Available for two-door (shown) or four-door vehicle.
**MOPAR SPARE TIRE COVERS**

These custom covers match your Wrangler’s exact specifications. Tire covers are available in hard and soft material that match your vehicle’s colours and fabrics. Soft covers feature an elastic anchor.

---

A. BLACK TIE EDITION Emblem. Show that you’re totally serious about outfitting your Wrangler with the best. 3M™ tape facilitates easy mounting. Sold as a set of two.

B. SATIN CHROME TIRE VALVE STems. They’re a small touch that offer large style cues. Sold as a set of four with the Jeep, brand logo prominently displayed on the top.

C. AUTHENTIC JEEP ACCESSORIES NAME. Let everyone know your accessories are the real deal. Aluminum emblem features Silver lettering on Black background. Includes one badge.

D. JEEP PERFORMANCE PARTS EMBLEM. Enhance the look of your Wrangler and let them know you’ve outfitted with factory-engineered parts! Emblem features Silver lettering on Black background. Includes one badge.

E. WHEEL LOCKS. Includes five rear lug nuts and a special-fitting key to help offer maximum wheel- and tire-theft protection.

F. MOPAR® OFF-ROAD BADGE. Let them know you’ve outfitted your Wrangler with factory-engineered parts! Emblem features Silver lettering on Black background. Includes one badge.
TECHNOLOGY YOU CAN’T PASS UP

Mopar® Phone® It helps simplify driving by letting you keep your eyes on the road and your hands on the wheel. Mopar® Phone® is a vehicle-mounted, voice-activated communication system that allows you to talk on your Bluetooth®-compatible phone virtually hands-free. Cell contacts in your phone’s address book® just by saying their name.

Electronics Vehicle Tracking System (EVTMS): It’s a fact: time is of the essence when it comes to stolen vehicle recovery. Mopar® EVTS, powered by Guidepoint, utilizes a nationwide GPS tracking network not only worldwide 24/7 to keep track of your vehicle, but also helps recover your vehicle in the event of a theft. Optional upgrade plans include 24/7 Personal Tracking, Security Fence, Arrivals/Departures Notifications, Secure Mode Notification, Area Map(s) of Past Locations and much more. Features such as setting speed and distance parameters with text alerts, unlimited online tracking and full concierge service are also offered.

Add’l Accessories: Cargo Tote, Master Shield® Car Care Products, Premium Vehicle-Care Products, Trailering Accessories, Golden Eagle Hood Decal and Jeep® Storage Bags.

Add’l Performance Parts: Ring and Pinion Gear Sets.

Kicker® Sound Systems. Kicker® speakers and upgrade packages have been designed specifically for your Jeep® brand vehicle, so you get automotive sound the way it was intended. And best of all, Kicker® parts install easily; bolt them in and then plug them in. No cutting or soldering is required!

Hood Prop Kit. The Hood Prop Kit allows for easy opening and closing of your Wrangler’s hood by eliminating the single hood prop rod. This Authentic Jeep® Accessory holds your hood open at a convenient angle and includes two gas struts and mounting hardware.

Locking Fuel Cap. A little extra measure of security after filling up. This kit includes a Black quick on/off, quarter-turn, locking fuel cap and two keys.